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Coffee and Bagels (8:30 – 9:00) 
 

Measuring Music (9:00 – 10:30) 
Jeffrey Perry (Louisiana State University), Chair 
 
 “Sonata-Form Solutions: Formal Experimentation in Joseph Haydn’s String Quartets, Opus 17” 
  James MacKay (Loyola University) 

“Nondisjunction in Nineteenth-Century Sonata Expositions” 
  Jonathan Mitchell (Louisiana State University) 
 “Mathcore Listening Strategies and Metrical Structures” 
  Matt Steinbron (University of Louisiana at Lafayette) 
 

Modern Voices (11:00 – 12:00) 
Blake Howe (Louisiana State University), Chair 
 
 “The Process of Transcendence in John Adams’s On the Transmigration of Souls” 
  Abigail Seguin (University of Louisiana at Lafayette) 
 “Eternal Novices? Professionalism and Contemporary Women Monastic Composers” 
  Charity Lofthouse (Hobart & William Smith College) 
 

Lunch Break (12:00 – 2:00) 
The Chimes @ 3357 Highland Road, Baton Rouge, LA 

 

Echoes of Influence in the Long Nineteenth Century (2:00 – 3:30) 
Andreas Giger (Louisiana State University), Chair 
 
 “‘C’est l’histoire de Manon Lescaut’: The Evolution of an Authorial Voice in Massenet and Puccini” 
  Alessandra Jones (Hunter College)  
 “The Enlightenment Aesthetic: Practice and Performance of bon goût in Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth-

Century Flute Treatises” 
Amber Broderick (Bowling Green) 

 “Traces of the Past, or Visions of a Bright Future? Antoine Reicha’s Music Theory and Hector Berlioz’s 
Compositional Practice” 

  Frank Heidlberger (University of North Texas) 
 

From Tin Pan Alley to Broadway (4:00 – 5:00)  
Robert Peck (Louisiana State University), Chair 
 
 “More than Child’s Play: Aaron Copland and Tin Pan Alley” 
  Daniel Mathers (University of Cincinnati) 
 “‘I Wish…’: The Power of Motif in Stephen Sondheim’s Into the Woods” 
  Adam Hudlow (Louisiana State University)  
 

Dinner (6:00 – 8:00) 
 Parrain’s Seafood Restaurant @ 3225 Perkins Road, Baton Rouge, LA 
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Sonata-Form Solutions: Formal Experimentation in Joseph Haydn's String Quartets, Opus 17  

 
James MacKay, Loyola University 

 
In 1963, Jens Peter Larsen produced an article entitled "Sonata Form Problems," in which he outlines some 

of Haydn's unique solutions to sonata-exposition structures. Using Larsen's hypotheses, coupled with William 
Caplin's insights in Classical Form, and James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy's ground-breaking Elements of Sonata 
Theory, I will examine the diversity of Haydn's formal procedures in certain movements of his oft-neglected Opus 
17 string quartets (1771). These works provide a staggering array of sonata-form possibilities, many of which 
deviate provocatively from the High Classical sonata form model.  

Haydn's fondness for anomalous thematic structures, such as the "consequent-consequent" subordinate 
theme (slow movement, Opus 17, no.1), or the "reversed period" (consequent-antecedent design), which Haydn 
employs in the slow movements of Opus 17, nos. 3 and 4 to structure his main theme-transition unit, will be 
explored. Other intriguing features, such as continuous expositions (Larsen's "three-part exposition") that promise 
the presence of a subordinate theme but wittily withhold it (opening movements of Opus 17, nos. 2 and 6); false 
recapitulations (opening movements of opus 17, nos. 1 and 4), and sonata rondo (Opus 17, no. 1, Finale, in which 
the return of opening material on the tonic to begin the development creates an ABACAB formal design) will be 
examined as viable alternatives to normative sonata-form procedures. Haydn's formal inventiveness in these works 
strongly suggests that he was not seeking to problematize sonata form, but rather, seeking to posit a wide range of 
solutions for the balance of thematic and developmental activity in these works. 
 

Nondisjunction in Nineteenth-Century Sonata Expositions 
 

Jonathan Mitchell, Louisiana State University 
 

Like eukaryotic cells undergoing mitosis, two-part expositions—particularly those from the nineteenth 
century—can be prone to experiencing nondisjunction, or difficulties in dividing into their constituent parts. 
Borrowing methodology from James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy's Elements of Sonata Theory (2006), this paper 
examines the hermeneutic-metaphorical and dialogic implications of expositional nondisjunction as it appears in 
various romantic works. Importantly, it illustrates a specific way in which the Darcy/Hepokoski model might be 
modified in order to better explicate a multitude of sonatas in the post-classical repertoire. Most substantial is that 
the model might be adjusted to account for a significant formal anomaly that I have termed the "embedded partial 
exposition," or an extraneous thematic complex, subsumed by P-space, that unsuccessfully negotiates the P/TR/S 
pathway.  

I begin by cataloging the hallmarks of expositional nondisjunction—including P-complications, transition 
dysfunction, pre-medial caesuras, and embedded partial expositions—and their consequences for a movement's 
intermediate and long-range generic goals. Next, I analyze two nondisjunctional expositions: those from the first 
movements of Brahms's Piano Sonata No. 3 in F minor Op. 5 (1854) and his Clarinet Sonata No. 1 in F minor Op. 
120, No. 1 (1894). Both of these works confront expositional nondisjunction in a different way. The piano sonata 
features several P-and TR-complications, including a normative embedded partial exposition, multiple pre-medial 
caesuras, and a de-energizing transition. In the clarinet sonata, we encounter a deformed embedded partial 
exposition with a non-level default pre-medial caesura, a de-energizing transition, and a trimodular block. 



 
Mathcore Listening Strategies and Metrical Structures 

 
Matt Steinbron (University of Louisiana at Lafayette) 

 
Mathcore is a subgenre of hardcore heavy-metal that is distinguished by frequent metric changes. Constant 

metric fluctuation requires a high degree of concentration, often causing mental fatigue. In this paper, I will present 
two variations on existing theories that produce a more memorable structural perception of fluctuating meter: fuzzy 
structure and conscious simplification.  

Abundant hypermeters emerge in mathcore, but usually become disrupted or replaced soon after 
establishment. Fuzzy theories present the idea that precise details can become "fuzzy" or more generalized in 
memory during decision making (Lewin 1981; Reyna, 1992; Quinn, 1997). In context of variable meter, a slight 
variation to an established hypermeter can be understood as a degree of fuzziness where the downbeat is "close-
enough" and still perceived as THE downbeat, rather than a syncopation that will eventually resolve.  

When meter changes become "unpredictable," simpler underlying regularities often exist (Van den Toorn, 
1988; Agawu, 2006). Simplification, or re-barring, is especially appropriate in Mathcore when a hypermeter 
precedes and/or follows the passage in question. If metrical inertia is consciously maintained, or applied to "volatile" 
sections not in proximity to hypermeter, seemingly random musical events often align with a simpler metric 
structure.  

The paper will progress through increasingly complex examples of fuzzy structures and conscious 
simplifications in the music of mathcore bands such as The Dillinger Escape Plan, Norma Jean, The Chariot, 
Converge, and Scarlet. Additionally, higher-level structural interactions will be considered, as well as possible 
applications to "classical" post-tonal repertoire. 
 

 
The Process of Transcendence in John Adams's On the Transmigration of Souls 

 
Abigail Seguin, University of Louisiana at Lafayette 

 
The process of transcendence involves three stages: boundary, rupture, and transcendence (Howe, 2009). 

The boundary stage is marked by the creation of a barrier, a common musical manifestation being diatonicism. The 
rupture stage occurs when the barrier is exceeded, for example, diatonicism ruptured by chromaticism or remote 
modulations. Rupture then leads to the final stage, transcendence, where the metaphorically encapsulated self is free 
to infinitely expand.  

In On the Transmigration of Souls, these stages mirror the tragedy of September 11, 2001, the 
commissioning drive behind the piece. Beyond the obvious life and death comparison, Adams desires the piece to be 
a "memory space" for transformation (Adams, 2002). The boundary is established by the repetition and extensive 
use of familiar consonant harmonies: thirds, perfect fifths, triads, and seventh chords. Dissonance is present, but it is 
the weaker of the two opposing forces at the beginning of the piece. As the work progresses to the point of rupture, 
dissonance slowly exceeds consonance. The rupture stage climaxes on the choir's repetitions of the word "light", the 
most violent outburst of dissonance in the piece. Transcendence ensues in the form of a quarter-tone ensemble, 
ushering in sounds that do not belong to equal temperament. The otherworldly quarter tones likely represent the 
infinite space of transcendence. Afterward, once the dust settles, the piece returns to the familiar sounds, but now the 
listener has an omniscient perspective due to the journey to the infinite. 
 
  



 
Eternal Novices? Professionalism and Contemporary Women Monastic Composers 

 
Charity Lofthouse, Hobart & William Smith College 

 
In this paper, I explore questions of compositional professionalism through the work of contemporary nun 

composers, examining the complicated characterization of their musical activities as "professional" or "amateur." I 
contend that by depicting their performance activities in older genres as "professional," nuns' contemporary 
compositions are then positioned as amateur. This gendered comparison derives from postwar musical 
egalitarianism and expressions of feminism, as well as perceptions of nuns' compositional aims.  

Whereas the idea of musical nuns is familiar, they are often depicted performing ancient repertoire that 
carries exoticism of past tradition. Nuns represent a cultural outgroup—their otherness includes homosocial living 
and perceived exclusion from musical professional exchanges—and contemporary nun composers and their musics 
are virtually unknown. Large-scale works, traditional styles, and conventional texts are markers of sacred-musical 
professionalism, or suitability for engagement by professional musicians in formal settings. I argue nun composers 
are often afforded a secondary amateur status as composers, owing to the feminization of their music and its 
perception as vernacular, private, intended for non-musicians, and/or feminist. Conversely, their comparative 
traditionalism and religious affiliation exclude them from more experimental professional composer groups.  

Three composers—Theophane Hytrek, Miriam Therese Winter, and Elise, CHS—serve as case studies, 
with music that spans genres from chant to feminist songs to traditional liturgies. These compositions have remained 
unexplored by scholars, much to the detriment of both feminist and music studies. Illuminating the works of nun 
composers allows exploration of attitudes about women composers, sacred music, feminism, and professionalism. 
 

 
“C’est l’histoire de Manon Lescaut”: The Evolution of an Authorial Voice in Massenet and 

Puccini 
 

Alessandra Jones, Hunter College 
 

Giacomo Puccini famously wrote that Jules Massenet felt the story of Manon Lescaut like a Frenchman—
with "powdered wigs and minuets"—while Puccini felt it like an Italian, with "desperate passion." But Puccini's 
bravado rings false when confronted with evidence of Massenet's influence on Manon Lescaut (1893), specifically 
on his own characterization of Manon. In Massenet's Manon (1884), Manon manipulates the musical context—by 
flowing between musical styles—to the point that we can hear her as a narrator of the work.  

I argue that Puccini, like Massenet before him, gave Manon an authorial voice and did so in a glaringly 
similar way. For example, Massenet's Manon sings a courtly gavotte in Act III, where Puccini's Manon sings a 
minuet in Act II. Both Manons are putting on shows for their aristocratic lovers, singing in a style that seemingly 
legitimizes their newfound status among the social elite. Furthermore, the two erstwhile suitors attempt to woo 
Manon in this same outdated idiom. This conspicuous artificiality is then juxtaposed with the passionate music of 
the reconciliations with Des Grieux.  

Closely following Manon Lescaut, Manon’s narrative power is suddenly erased in Massenet’s Le portrait 
de Manon (1894). I contend that this opera was a reaction to Puccini’s appropriation of the character and that 
Massenet sought to reclaim his own Manon by, effectively, disembodying her. But to date there have been few 
comparative analyses of these works and therefore some compelling instances of Massenet’s impact on Puccini have 
been overlooked—and vice versa. 
 
  



 
The Enlightenment Aesthetic: Practice and Performance of bon goût in Eighteenth and Early 

Nineteenth Century Flute Treatises 
 

Amber Broderick, Bowling Green 
 

Early flute treatises instructed the skilled amateur on how to execute ornamentation, with many excellent 
pages devoted to appoggiaturas, mordents, frills, and vibrato. Yet, few provided directions on overall musicality — 
when or where to employ ornamentation. Instead, the player was instructed to use their bon goût, or "good taste." 
This aesthetic concept was frequently-referenced in Baroque, Classical and early Romantic treatises, but seldom 
explained. In this paper, I examine treatises by Jacques-Martin Hotteterre, Michel Corrette, Johann Joachim Quantz, 
Jean-Louis Tulou, Louis Drouet, Antonio Lorenzoni, Georges Tromlitz, and Luke Heron to evaluate what 
information was conveyed to the flutist and what was left to their discretion. Spanning from 1707 to 1830, these 
highly sought after treatises discuss many elements of flute performance practice, including technique and, 
occasionally, musicality. Additionally, I examine flute playing in partnership with the Enlightenment, which 
embodied a balance between objective and subjective elements of art (specifically, taste and ornamentation). Each 
treatise discussed aesthetics, but with several approaches. Most treatises advised the performer to seek written out 
ornamentation as a guide, while others suggested that one should practice and listen to experienced masters until 
good taste appeared. Concurrently, the increased interest in music-making led to the rise of public concerts, 
providing the social performer opportunities to develop a refined aesthetic. Although the eight treatise authors 
provide dramatically different strategies to gain bon goût, they confirm the importance of taste in the musical 
activities of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 
 

 
Traces of the Past, or Visions of a Bright Future? - Antoine Reicha's Music Theory and Hector 

Berlioz's Compositional Practice 
 

Frank Heidlberger, University of North Texas 
 

Hector Berlioz's narrative about music theory is a fiction that mystifies an ideal of the composing. In his 
"Memoirs" as well as in his "Lelio" he denounces the academism of the Paris conservatoire and promotes the free 
genius of the romantic composer. While he criticizes Luigi Cherubini and Jean Francois Fetis, his words about 
Antoine Reicha are more moderate. My paper will discuss the relationship between Reicha's music theory and 
Berlioz's compositional output from various perspectives. The recent edition of Reicha's earlier writings (2011, ed. 
by Herbert Schneider et al.) allows a deeper understanding of Reicha's theoretical approach to music, his innovative 
ideas with regard to chromatic relationships of tonal areas and his approach to rhythm and fugue. I will analyze 
some of Berlioz's prominent fugual movements (from the Te Deum: "Judex crederis," and Les Troyens: "Chatiment 
effroyable"), in order to show how thematic entries are modeled after Reicha's fugues, and how tonal "shifts" 
(example: "La mort de Cléopâtre") represent a tonal understanding that goes beyond the common practice of the 
time. Despite these musical resemblances one has to consider that Reicha's technical approach counteracts Berlioz's 
synthesis of innovative musical structure and the esthetic category of the "expression passionnée." This paper will 
ideally contribute to an understanding of music theory in the early 19th century, with regard to musical practice and 
its superimposed metaphorical meanings, between the conservation of "history" at the institution of the 
"conservatoire" and the ideas related to a specific French "Musique de l'avenir." 
 
  



 
More than Child's Play: Aaron Copland and Tin Pan Alley 

 
Daniel Mathers, University of Cincinnati 

 
As author, Aaron Copland connected his creative lineage exclusively with a line of classical composers. In 

recounting his years growing up in Brooklyn, he singled out composers from Chopin to Scriabin as his early 
influences. While also referring to the popular music of his youth as an early fascination, he left unsaid the question 
of how it, too, may have impacted his development before his jazz appropriations of the 1920s.  

Various overlooked items of Copland's unpublished juvenilia do, in fact, call into question the elitist roots 
he sought autobiographically to foster for his Brooklyn period. Several early fragments and compositional drafts 
which he composed by 1917, all extant in the Copland Collection of the Library of Congress, can indeed be 
demonstrated to draw from popular songs either through direct borrowing or through simulation of vernacular 
models. Moreover, they do so at a time when he was first discovering on his own the very basics of music 
composition. 

Surprisingly, identification of these manuscripts and discussion of their relation to vernacular sources and 
models have gone unremarked in the Copland literature. While focusing presently on an original untitled waltz and 
on its subsequent compositional reuses, pursuing these ends reveals an overlooked compositional dialogue, circa 
1914-17, between Copland's burgeoning compositional talent and vernacular music. Recovering this dialogue thus 
affords a new context for rethinking his origins as a composer and for reconceiving as mythical the exclusively 
highbrow creative origins he claimed for himself. 
 

 
"I Wish...": The Power of the Motif in Stephen Sondheim's Into the Woods 

 
Adam Hudlow, Louisiana State University 

 
Stephen Sondheim's Broadway musicals have long been counted among the greatest works in their genre, 

largely due to their thoughtful marriage of lyrics and music. Though Sondheim is widely recognized as a master of 
musical theatre, relatively little analytical scholarship exists on his music. This paper begins filling the analytical 
void in Sondheim research, paying particular attention to the dramatic effect of music/text interaction. A modern 
fairy tale, Into the Woods (1987) tells the story of Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, Rapunzel, Jack (of beanstalk 
fame), and others, all of whom embark on a journey to become happy forever after. Sondheim describes the musical 
as containing "absolutely traditional leitmotifs" that represent everything from wishing to Jack's magic beans.  

As Mark Horowitz points out, these motifs seem to generate from a single Ur-motif, the two-note "Wish" 
motif; the melodic content of each subsequent motif in the musical derives from this Ur-motif, according to 
Sondheim. I trace this derivation, and show how Sondheim embeds the Ur-motif on deeper structural levels 
throughout the work, beginning with how the "Wish" motif generates the principal motifs of the musical's opening 
scene. These motifs and others go on to govern much of the musical's melodic and harmonic structure; in this way, 
"Wish" is the generative force behind much of the composition. The paper concludes with a close reading of the 
song "Hello, Little Girl," which shows via reductive analysis how the "Wish" motif embeds on various deeper 
structural levels throughout the song. 
 


